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Abstract

The purpose of this and forthcoming papers is to obtain a better un�

derstanding of complicated bifurcations for multiple homoclinic orbits�

We shall take one particular type of codimension two homoclinic orbits

called orbit��ip and study bifurcations to multiple homoclinic orbits ap�

pearing in a tubular neighborhood of the original orbit��ip� The main

interest of the present paper lies in the occurrence of successive homo�

clinic doubling bifurcations under an appropriate condition� which is a

part of the entire bifurcation for multiple homoclinic orbits� Since this

is a totally global bifurcation� we need an aid of numerical experiments

for which we must choose a concrete set of ordinary di�erential equa�

tions that exhibits the desired bifurcation� In this paper we employ a

family of continuous piecewise�linear vector �elds for such a model equa�

tion� In order to explain the cascade of homoclinic doubling bifurcations

theoretically� we also derive a two�parameter family of unimodal maps

as a singular limit of the Poincar�e maps along homoclinic orbits� We

locate bifurcation curves for this family of unimodal maps in the two�

dimensional parameter space� which basically agree with those for the

piecewise�linear vector �elds� In particular� we show� using a standard

technique from the theory of unimodal maps� that there exists an in��

nite sequence of doubling bifurcations which corresponds to the sequence

of homoclinic doubling bifurcations for the piecewise�linear vector �elds

described above� Since our unimodal map has a singularity at a bound�

ary point of its domain of de�nition� the doubling bifurcation is slightly

di�erent from that for standard quadratic unimodal maps� for instance

the Feigenbaum constant associated to accumulation of the doubling bi�

furcations is di�erent from the standard value ����	
����

� Introduction

Motivation Extensive study has recently been done for bifurcations occurring
in a neighborhood of a codimension two homoclinic orbit in a three�dimensional
vector �eld� and in particular� it became known that some types of codimension
two homoclinic orbits� which are bi�asymptotic to hyperbolic equilibria with real
principal eigenvalues� can give rise to multiple homoclinic orbits� an N �times
rounding homoclinic orbit arises under perturbation in a tubular neighborhood
of the unperturbed orbit where N being an integer ��Yanagida� ���	
� �Chow et
al�� ����
� �Kisaka et al�� ����a� ����b
� �Sandstede� ����
� �Homburg et al��
���
�� Such a homoclinic orbit is referred to as an N �homoclinic orbit with
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respect to the original unperturbed one� The bifurcation of such multiple ho�
moclinic orbits are� however� still far from the complete understanding� For
instance� when one varies the eigenvalues of the equilibria it has been observed�
by a numerical simulation� very complicated bifurcations involving many such
multiple homoclinic orbits� See� for instance� Fig� � and �Iori et al�� ����
�

The purpose of this and forthcoming papers is to obtain a better understand�
ing of such complicated bifurcations for multiple homoclinic orbits by combining
results from homoclinic bifurcation analyses with those from numerical exper�
iments� To be more precise� we shall take one particular type of codimension
two homoclinic orbits with real eigenvalues in IR�� called orbit��ip� and study
its bifurcation of multiple homoclinic orbits appearing in a tubular neighbor�
hood of the original orbit��ip� The main interest of the present paper lies in the
occurrence of successive homoclinic doubling bifurcations under an appropri�
ate condition� which is a part of the entire bifurcations for multiple homoclinic
orbits� Here the homoclinic doubling bifurcation refers to the bifurcation of a
homoclinic orbit changing into a twice rounding homoclinic orbit in a tubular
neighborhood of the original one� The homoclinic doubling bifurcation associ�
ated to real principal eigenvalues was �rst studied by Yanagida ����	
 where he
asserted that there are three kinds of codimension two homoclinic orbits that
can undergo the homoclinic doubling bifurcations� these are now called �i� a ho�
moclinic orbit with resonance� �ii� that of inclination��ip type� and �iii� that of
orbit��ip type� See �Chow et al�� ����
� �Kisaka et al�� ����a� ����b
 and �Sand�
stede� ����
 for e�orts toward completing and generalizing Yanagida�s original
ideas concerning these three types of homoclinic doubling bifurcations� In this
paper� we shall show the existence of cascade of homoclinic doubling bifurca�
tions starting from a homoclinic orbit of orbit��ip type followed by those of
inclination��ip type� Relation between such a global bifurcation and a local
bifurcation from orbit��ip will also be discussed in the last section�

Continuous piecewise�linear vector �elds Since the cascade of homoclinic
doublings is a totally global bifurcation� we need an aid of numerical experiments
for which we must choose a concrete set of ordinary di�erential equations that
exhibits the desired bifurcation� In this paper we employ a family of continuous
piecewise�linear vector �elds for such a model equation� The advantage of using
such continuous piecewise�linear �abbrev� PL� vector �elds is that� �rstly it is
easier to analyze dynamics and bifurcations of the vector �elds because of their
piecewise�linearity� and secondly� according to a general theory established by
the second author of this paper ��Komuro� ����
�� we can obtain a kind of
normal forms for generic continuous piecewise�linear vector �elds if one speci�es
the number of regions on which the vector �eld is linear� and the normal form
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is completely characterized in the sense of linear conjugacy in terms of the
eigenvalues at equilibria in each of these linear regions� This means that these
eigenvalues are considered to be the bifurcation parameters of the normal form
equations� which is suitable for our purpose of this and subsequent papers�
In our case� we use the normal form of piecewise�linear vector �elds with two
linear regions in IR�� and hence it possesses six parameters in total� Moreover it
is easy to derive an explicit condition in terms of the eigenvalue parameters for
the existence of an orbit��ip� Using this information� we can set up the model
problem in a tractable way and perform very precise numerical experiments
based on explicitly computed analytic formulas� The results obtained by such
analyses and experiments will also be valid for general smooth vector �elds�
because the homoclinic bifurcation theory only uses information from the return
map along the original homoclinic orbit and hence the piecewise�linearity does
not lose essential information for it is constructed in the same way as in the
smooth case�

Main results Using such a family of continuous piecewise�linear vector �elds�
we shall demonstrate the presence of the following global bifurcations in this
paper� Since the original homoclinic orbit is assumed to be of orbit��ip type�
it undergoes the �rst homoclinic doubling bifurcation and gives rise to a ��
homoclinic orbit� It then turns to be a homoclinic orbit of inclination��ip type
after a slight change of parameters and thus undergoes the second doubling bi�
furcation creating a �homoclinic orbit� This �homoclinic orbit becomes again
that of inclination��ip type for a further variation of parameters and we �nd
��homoclinic orbit through the third homoclinic doubling bifurcation� By nu�
merical experiments for our family of continuous piecewise�linear vector �elds we
can similarly see that each �k�homoclinic orbit becomes that of inclination��ip
type and gives rise to a �k���homoclinic orbit through the homoclinic doubling
bifurcation� In fact we have observed up to ��� � ����homoclinic orbits through
these doubling bifurcations� Such precise numerical experiments could only be
done by using piecewise�linear vector �elds� since it is in general hard to �nd
a homoclinic orbit as an intersection of the stable and unstable manifolds� but
for piecewise�linear vector �elds� those manifolds are locally given by a straight
line or a plane and hence it is quite easy to �nd a parameter value where an
orbit precisely lies on these manifolds�

In order to explain this bifurcation more theoretically� we derive a two�
parameter family of unimodal maps as singular limit of the Poincar�e maps along
homoclinic orbits� We locate bifurcation curves for this family of unimodal maps
in the two�dimensional parameter space and these curves basically agree with
those for the piecewise�linear vector �elds� Moreover� we can prove� using a stan�





dard technique from the theory of unimodal maps �see e�g� �Collet � Eckmann�
����
� �Milnor � Thurston� ����
� �de Melo � van Strien� ����
�� that there
exists an in�nite cascade of doubling bifurcations which corresponds to the se�
quence of homoclinic doubling bifurcations for the piecewise�linear vector �elds
described above� Since our unimodal map has a singularity at a boundary point
of its domain of de�nition� the doubling bifurcation is slightly di�erent from
that for standard quadratic unimodal maps� for instance the Feigenbaum con�
stant associated to accumulation of the doubling bifurcations is di�erent from
the standard value ��������� Basic qualitative similarity between the bifurca�
tions of our unimodal map family and the piecewise�linear vector �elds strongly
suggest that there does also exist a cascade of homoclinic doubling bifurcations
in our family of continuous piecewise�linear vector �elds in a way described by
their singular limit unimodal maps�

Organization of the paper The organization of this paper is as follows� In
Sec� �� we brie�y summarize basic terminology and known results for homoclinic
doubling bifurcations in vector �elds� In Sec� �� we present numerical results for
successive homoclinic doubling bifurcations in a family of continuous piecewise�
linear vector �elds� after a brief introduction to the normal form theory for such
PL vector �elds� In order to visualize the bifurcation phenomena and compare
the results with those for vector �elds� we use color diagrams where the homo�
clinic bifurcation sets are given as boundary curves of colored regions� We also
observe more complicated bifurcation structure of homoclinic orbits in the color
diagrams� but this will be treated in our forthcoming papers� In Sec� � we �rst
derive a family of unimodal maps from the Poincar�e maps along homoclinic or�
bits� The derivation works not only for the piecewise�linear vector �elds but also
for more general vector �elds� and hence our result could be read as a general
existence theorem of cascade of homoclinic doubling bifurcations from orbit��ip�
We then investigate bifurcations of the unimodal map family with an aid of nu�
merical experiments and draw the bifurcation curves by using the method of
color diagrams� which shows the existence of the cascade of special period dou�
bling bifurcations that can be interpreted as those corresponding to homoclinic
doubling bifurcations in the piecewise�linear vector �elds� We also compute the
Feigenbaum constants for the doubling bifurcations in the unimodal maps and
compare it with a similar result for the PL vector �elds� Concluding remarks are
given in Sec� � where we discuss meaning of the cascade of homoclinic doubling
bifurcations and possibility of giving a mathematically rigorous proof for it�
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� Preliminaries

Consider a family of vector �elds X� on IR� with a hyperbolic equilibrium point
O and suppose that when � � � it admits a homoclinic orbit � to the equilibrium
point where the linearization matrix possesses eigenvalues �u� ��ss� ��s with
��ss � ��s � � � �u� The eigenvalues �u and ��s are called principal� If X�

may possess a homoclinic orbit rounding twice in a small tubular neighborhood
of the original homoclinic orbit for su�ciently small � �� �� such a bifurcation
is referred to as homoclinic doubling bifurcation and the bifurcating homoclinic
orbit is called a doubled homoclinic orbit or a ��homoclinic orbit with respect
to the original one� which is called the primary or ��homoclinic orbit�

For a homoclinic orbit� we can generically expect the following two condi�
tions to be satis�ed�

�Ev� �u �� �s�

�Asy� � is tangent at O to the eigendirection associated to ��s as t tends to
���

Besides the stable manifoldW s�O�� one can consider another invariant manifold
which is tangent to the eigendirections associated with �u and��s� In this paper
we call it an extended unstable manifold and denote it by W eu�O�� Notice that
the homoclinic orbit � is contained in W eu�O� �W s�O�� Generically we also
have

�Tr� W eu�O� and W s�O� intersect transversely along ��

A degenerate homoclinic orbit arises by breaking one of these genericity
conditions� as in the following way�

De�nition ���� Let � be a homoclinic orbit in the vector �eld X � X��

�Inc� � is called a homoclinic orbit of inclination��ip type� if �Ev� and �Asy�
hold� but �Tr� does not� namely� W s�O� and W eu�O� are tangent along ��

�Orb� � is called a of orbit��ip type� if �Tr� and �Ev� hold� but �Asy� does not�
namely� � lies in the strong stable manifold W ss�O��
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�Res� � is called a homoclinic orbit with resonance� if �Tr� and �Asy� hold� but
�Ev� does not� namely� the resonance condition �u � �s is satis�ed�

Remark ���� The proof of the center manifold theorem works as well for the
existence of the extended unstable manifold W eu�O�� See �Hirsch et al�� ��		

for the proof� This invariant manifold is not unique� but has the unique tan�
gent space along the homoclinic orbit� and hence the condition �Inc�� which
is sometimes referred to as the strong inclination property ��Deng� ����
�� is
independent of the choice of the extended unstable manifold�

Bifurcations to doubled homoclinic orbits were �rst studied in �Evans et al��
����
 in the case of the Shil�nikov�type homoclinic orbit� along with the result of
non�existence of the homoclinic doubling bifurcation for homoclinic orbits with
real principal eigenvalues under the generic conditions �Asy�� �Tr� and �Ev��
Yanagida ����	
 then claimed that there are the above three possibilities of more
degenerate homoclinic orbits with real principal eigenvalues that can generate
a doubled homoclinic orbit under perturbation� Since then� a lot of work has
been carried out toward completing and generalizing Yanagida�s original ideas�

It was shown in �Chow et al�� ����
 that the period�doubling bifurcation
or the saddle�node bifurcation for a periodic orbit occurs in a generic two�
parameter unfolding of a homoclinic orbit with resonant eigenvalues� depending
whether the homoclinic orbit is twisted or non�twisted� Similar bifurcations are
also shown for inclination��ip homoclinic orbits ��Kisaka et al�� ����a� ����b
�
with the ratio � � �s

�u
of the principal eigenvalues satisfying �

�
� � � �� On the

other hand� if the ratio � is smaller than �

�
� more complicated dynamics such as

the shift dynamics accompanied by rich bifurcation phenomena in their creation
possibly appear ��Deng� ����
� �Homburg et al�� ���
�� In particular� Hom�
burg et al� ����
 proved the existence of suspension of the Smale�s horseshoe in
unfoldings of an inclination��ip homoclinic orbit with � � �

�
� �� � � � �ss

�u
and

described how N �homoclinic orbits are created or destroyed in the unfolding�
Sandstede �����
 announces the existence of a shift dynamics in the unfolding
of an inclination��ip homoclinic orbit with � � �� � � �� using Lin�s methods
�Lin� ����
� Recently� the existence of H�enon�like strange attractors was proven
in �Naudot� ����
 using a result of Mora and Viana �����
� in the case where
� � �� �� � � �

�
� � � K� with some large enough K� See also �Naudot� ���


and �Kokubu � Naudot� ����
 for relevant results�
With regard to the orbit��ip� Sandstede �����
 has proven that homoclinic

doubling and homoclinic N �tupling bifurcations �N � �� as well as the shift
dynamics do occur in its unfolding� There is also a numerical simulation done
by Iori et al� �����
 for piecewise�linear vector �elds involving an orbit��ip ho�

	



moclinic orbit which located bifurcation curves for N �homoclinic orbits with
� � N � ��� Our work was inspired by this last result�

Here we state a theorem concerning the homoclinic doubling bifurcations
for homoclinic orbits of inclination��ip or of orbit��ip type summarizes some
results from �Kisaka et al�� ����b
 and �Sandstede� ����
�

Theorem ���� Let X� be a generic two�parameter family of vector �elds which
has either an orbit��ip or an inclination��ip homoclinic orbit � at � � �� Then
the following holds�

��	 If � � � � �s
�u

 the homoclinic doubling bifurcation does not occur�

��	 If �

�
� � � � and � � �ss

�u
� �
 the homoclinic doubling bifurcation occurs�

More precisely
 there exists a local change of parameters at � � �

� � ���� ��� � �����

and curves of the form

�� � ��H���� ��� � ���

�� � �PD���� ��� � ���

�� � �SN ���� ��� � ���

in the parameter space such that a primary homoclinic orbit persists along
�� � � whereas a doubled homoclinic orbit bifurcates along �� � ��H����

a periodic orbit undergoes the period doubling bifurcation along �� �
�PD����
 and the saddle�node bifurcation occurs for periodic orbits along
�� � �SN ����� Moreover


��H���� � ��
�

��� �

�PD���� � c��
�

��� for some � � c � ��

�SN ���� � c�j��j
�

��� for some c� � �	

The bifurcation diagram is shown in Fig� �� See also �Matsumoto et al��
����
 and references therein for more information�

� Figure � comes here �
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� Successive Homoclinic Doublings in PL Vector Fields

��� Normal forms of three�dimensional two�region proper piecewise�

linear vector �elds

Here we shall summarize results on normal forms for three�dimensional proper
two�region piecewise�linear vector �elds� Since the proper condition which will
be de�ned later is generic� they form an important class of vector �elds in the
study of bifurcations for continuous piecewise�linear vector �elds� In particular it
can be shown that normal forms of proper systems are determined by elementary
symmetric polynomials of eigenvalues in each linear region as described below�

Given a non�zero vector 
 � IR�� de�ne a plane

V � fx � IR�jh
� xi � �g
�where h�� �i denotes the usual inner product� and half spaces

R� � fx � IR�j 	 �h
� xi � �� � �g	
Consider a vector �eld de�ned by an ordinary di�erential equation

dx

dt
� X�x� �

�
Ax� �x � R��
Bx � p� �x � R���

���

where A and B are �
� matrices and p � IR� �all elements of IR� are column
vectors� unless otherwise stated�� We call the vector �eld a three�dimensional
two�region piecewise�linear vector �eld� and the plane V the boundary of the
vector �eld� This vector �eld is continuous on the boundary V if and only if

B � A� p
T 	

See �Matsumoto et al�� ����� Lemma �����
�

De�nition ���� Two vector �elds X and X � on IR� are linearly conjugate if
there is a non�singular matrix H � GL��� IR� such that

HX�x� � X ��Hx� for all x � IR�	

De�nition ���� A vector �eld X de�ned by ��� is proper if any A�invariant
proper linear subspace E � IR� intersects with the boundary V � i�e��

A�E� � E and � � dim�E� � � �� E � V �� 	 ���

�



� Figure � comes here �

Theorem ����

Any proper continuous three�dimensional two�region piecewise�linear vector
�eld given by

X ��x� � A�x�
�

�
p�fjh
�� xi � �j� �h
�� xi � ��g

�
�
A�x� �h
�� xi � � � ��
B�x� p�� �h
�� xi � � � ���

is linearly conjugate to the vector �eld de�ned by

X�x� � Ax�
�

�
pfjh
� xi � �j� �h
� xi � ��g�

�
�
Ax� �h
� xi � � � ��
Bx � p� �h
� xi � � � ���

where


 � ��� �� ��T � p � �c�� c�� c��
T �

A �

�
B� � � �

� � �
a� a� a�

�
CA � B �

�
B� c� � �

c� � �
c� � a� a� a�

�
CA � A� p
T

a� � �� � �� � ��� a� � ������ � ���� � ������ a� � �������

b� � �� � �� � ��� b� � ������ � ���� � ������ b� � �������

c� � b� � a�� c� � b� � a� � c�a�� c� � b� � a� � a�c� � a�c��

��� ��� �� being the eigenvalues of A and ��� ��� �� being those of B�
Moreover
 when det�B� � b� �� �
 we can write

X�x� �
�
Ax� �h
� xi � � � ��
B�x � P �� �h
� xi � � � ���

where

P �
�
�� a�

b�
�
c�a�

b�
�
c�a�

b�

�
	

See �Matsumoto et al�� ����� Subsection �����
 for the proof of this theorem�
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The vector �eld X is determined by � � �a�� a�� a�� b�� b�� b�� � IR�� which
will be called the eigenvalue parameters� De�ne the boundary V by

V � fx � IR�jh
� xi � �g�
and set

V� � fx � V j 	 h
�Axi � �g	
If �i �i � �� �� �� is real� then the vector

���
OCi gives an eigenvector of A

associated with �i� where

Ci � ��� �i� �
�

i �
T � V	 ���

Assume �� and �� are negative real numbers and �� is a positive real number�
whereas �� and �� are a pair of complex�conjugate numbers and �� is real� Since
an eigenvector for �i is given by ���� the one�dimensional unstable eigenspace
Eu�O� and the two�dimensional stable eigenspace Es�O� for O � ��� �� ��T are
given by

Eu�O� � fx � IR�jx � r��� ��� �
�
��
T � h
� xi � � � �� r � IRg�

Es�O� � fx � IR�jhu� xi � �� h
� xi � � � �g�
where u � ���� �����

����
�� �

����
�� The intersection Es�O� � V is thus given by

Es�O� � V � fx � �x�� x�� x�� � IR�jhu� xi � �� x� � �g	 ��

If �� � �� � �� the strong stable eigenspace Ess�O� is given by

Ess�O� � fx � IR�jx � r��� ��� �
�
��
T � h
� xi � � � �� r � IRg	

Take a point C� � ��� ��� �
�
��
T � V� on the local unstable manifold of O

and consider its entire orbit O�C��� The integer m � � is called the rounding
number of the orbit if

m �
�

�
��O�C�� � V �	

Assume in particular the point C� lies in a homoclinic orbit of O� Then the
point C� is called a homoclinic point transversal to the boundary V if there
exists an integer m � �� real numbers s�� ti� si � � and xi� yi � V �� � i � m�
such that

yi � eBsi�xi � P � � P � V� �� � i � m�

xi�� � eAti��yi � V� �� � i � m� ��

h
� feBs�xi � P � � Pgi � � �� � for all s � ��� si� �� � i � m�

��



h
� eAtyii � � �� � for all t � ��� ti��� �� � i � m� ��

h
� eAtymi � � �� � for all t � ��

where x� � C�� Here si and ti stand for the half�return time� which is the period
of time from the orbit each time leaving V until it coming back to V again�

Theorem ����

Assume A and B are non�singular
 and set

C � A��BA�

h � ��� �� ��T � e� � ��� �� ��T � e� � ��� �� ��T � e� � ��� �� ��T �

K�t� s� � �e�

T e�At � e�


T � e�

T eCs
���

N �
�
� � �
� � �

�
	

��	 If there exists s� � � such that

h
� eCs�C�i � � � ��

hu� eCs�C�i � ��

h
� eCsC�i � � �� � for all s � ��� si��

h
� eAteCs�C�i � � �� � for all t � ��

then C� is a homoclinic point transversal to the boundary with the rounding
number ��

Moreover
 if �� � �� � � and

eCs�C� � C��

then O�C�� is a homoclinic orbit of orbit��ip type� Similarly
 if �� � �� � �
and

he�� e�Bs��e� � e��i � ��

then O�C�� is a homoclinic orbit of inclination��ip type�
��	 If there exist s�� ti� si � � �� � i � m� such that

��



h
� eCs�C�i � � � �� ���

N�eAt�eCs�C� �K�t�� s��h� � O� ���

N�eAti��eCsiK�ti� si��K�ti��� si���h� � O �� � i � m� ��� �	�

hu� eCsmK�tm� sm�hi � �� ���

h
� eCsC�i � � �� � for all s � ��� s��� ���

h
� e�AtK�ti� si�hi � � �� � for all t � ��� ti� �� � i � m�� ����

h
� eCsK�ti� si�hi � � �� � for all s � ��� si� �� � i � m�� ����

h
� eAteCsmK�tm� sm�hi � � �� � for all t � �� ����

then C� is a homoclinic point transversal to the boundary with the rounding
number m �m � ���

Moreover
 if �� � �� � � and

eCsmK�tm� sm�h � C��

then O�C�� is a homoclinic orbit of orbit��ip type� Similarly
 if �� � �� � �
and

he�� e�Bs�e�At�e�Bs� � � � e�Atme�Bsm�e� � e��i � ��

then O�C�� is a homoclinic orbit of inclination��ip type�

Remark ���� Equations ������� are viewed as �m scalar equations with �m �
� variables ��� s�� t�� s�� � � � � tm� sm� � IR�m��� Equations ��������� give open
conditions� and hence the solution set for �������� is � dimensional in IR�m���
This statement is also valid for m � �� The projection of the solution set to the
space IR� of eigenvalue parameters � gives a codimension one subset called the
homoclinic bifurcation set�

��� Successive homoclinic doublings in piecewise�linear vector �elds

� Figure � comes here �

We take a piecewise�linear vector �eld with an orbit��ip� put it into the nor�
mal form using Theorem ��� and regard the eigenvalues as parameters that un�
fold the orbit��ip homoclinic obit� Here we �x the eigenvalues �� � ��	�� �� �

��



��	� �� � �	� at O and only vary ��� ��� ��� The parameter values when the
orbit��ip exists are ��� �� � �	�����	����	p�� and �� � ��	�� In particular�
for ��� �� � 	�p�� and �� � �� we mainly consider  and � as the bifurcation
parameters in what follows� with �xed � � �	�� Note that with this choice of
eigenvalues� we have �u � ��� �s � ���� �ss � ��� and hence � � �

�
�

Figure ��a� exhibits bifurcations in the normal form family� This �gure is
called a color diagram� which is produced in the following way� For each choice of
 and � while other eigenvalues being �xed� we follow the orbit starting the point
C� in one branch of the local unstable manifold and count the rounding number
m de�ned in the previous subsection� Each color code �except black� stands for
a rounding number m� for instance� m � � �blue�� � �yellowish green�� � �sky
blue��  �red�� � �purple�� � �yellow� and 	 �white�� Higher rounding numbers
m not larger than a number called Maxcount are coded as �m� ��mod�	� � ��
If m � Maxcount or m � �� then black is assigned� The assignment of color
codes changes only when either the orbit hits the stable manifold or it becomes
tangent to the boundary of the linear region� the latter case of which is not
observed in our numerical experiments� In this way� it is quite easy to see the
bifurcation curves for N �homoclinic orbits with various N � In Fig� ��a�� one can
see� among other things� the boundary H� of blue region with m � � which
corresponds to the ��homoclinic bifurcation curve�

Figures ��b� � ��d� are successive enlargements of Fig� ��a�� In Fig� ��b�� one
can observe a ��homoclinic bifurcation curve as the boundary H� of yellowish
green region with m � �� and in Fig� ��c�� a �homoclinic bifurcation curve as
the boundary H� of red region with m � � Figure ��d� is yet another enlarge�
ment where a ��homoclinic bifurcation curve can be observed� These homoclinic
bifurcation curves are computed by using the bifurcation equation given in The�
orem ��� Moreover� it is also possible to compute the inclination��ip bifurcation
points from these bifurcation equations� and it turns out numerically that each
of the branching points from k�homoclinic bifurcation curve to �k�homoclinic
bifurcation curve corresponds to an inclination��ip homoclinic orbit� except the
�rst one �k � ��� Since it is not easy to keep following such homoclinic bifurca�
tions curves by enlargements of two�dimensional parameter space� we instead �x
a line segment in the parameter space that cuts through the region where suc�
cessive homoclinic doubling bifurcations are expected to occur� Enlargements
of the bifurcation diagram along the line segment is much easier to carry out�
and one can see in Fig� ��e� successive homoclinic doubling bifurcations for up
to �� � ��homoclinic orbits are observed� Numerically� we have so far observed
such homoclinic doubling bifurcations until giving rise to ��� � ����homoclinic
orbits� The parameter values for these bifurcation points are give in Table �� A
�N �homoclinic bifurcation set for higher N is not computed� because the width

�



of the corresponding colored region shrinks extremely fast so that it quickly
exceeds the computational limit�

� Table � comes here �

The parameter values for the bifurcation points given in Table � were com�
puted by using UBASIC created by Y� Kida �����
� which is a variant of BASIC
having the high precision real and complex arithmetic �up to ���� digits� as well
as exact rational arithmetic and arithmetic of polynomials with complex� ra�
tional� or modulo p coe�cients� We have performed our numerical simulation
in a way that the results of parameter values for the bifurcation points are
guaranteed up to �� digits�

Using these values� we compute the Feigenbaum constant for the homo�
clinic doubling bifurcations as follows� Let ��k� k� be the value of ��� � at the
inclination��ip homoclinic bifurcation point for a �k�homoclinic orbit at which
a �k���homoclinic orbit bifurcates� Then the Feigenbaum constant � for the
homoclinic doubling bifurcation may be computed as either

� � lim
k��

�k � �k��

�k�� � �k
or � � lim

k��

k � k��

k�� � k
	

In fact� with the values in Table ��

�� � �	

�
 � ��
� �	��������

and
� � 	


 � �
� �	�����	��	

One can also estimate a more precise value of the Feigenbaum constant by
using what is called the Aitken acceleration method� by which one can obtain
the �expected� Feigenbaum constant ������������

� Analysis of Reduced One�Dimensional Maps

In this section we shall derive and analyze a two�parameter family of one�
dimensional maps in order to study the dynamics and bifurcations that occur
in an unfolding of the orbit��ip� This family is obtained by taking the singu�
lar limit of the two�dimensional return maps along the homoclinic orbit as the
strong stable eigenvalue going to ���

Let X� be the generic two�parameter unfolding as above which possesses an
orbit��ip �� homoclinic to a hyperbolic equilibrium point O at � � �� � lies in

��



the intersection of the unstable and strong stable manifolds W u�O� �W ss�O��
We choose the �x� y� z��coordinates in such a way that the local stable� unstable
and strong stable manifolds are given by

W u
loc�O� � fx � y � �g� W s

loc�O� � fz � �g� W ss
loc�O� � fx � z � �g

in a neighborhood of O� We assume for simplicity that the vector �elds X�

are uniformly smoothly linearizable in a neighborhood of O containing the unit
cube ���� �
�� and take the two cross sections

�� � fy � �g� �� � fz � �g

which are transverse to the homoclinic orbit �� Then the Poincar�e map for X�

along � will be given by composing the following two mappings�

the local map � �� � �� �

�
B� x

�
z

�
CA ��

�
B� xz�

z�

�

�
CA �

the global map � �� � �� �

�
B�
X

Y

�

�
CA ��

�
B�
p� 
X � �Y � h	o	t	

�
q � �X � �Y � h	o	t	

�
CA �

where � � �ss
�u

and � � �s
�u
� Note that the constants� in particular� p and q may

depend on the unfolding parameter �� Since the orbit��ip exists when ��� �� ��
is mapped to ��� �� �� under the global map� we have

p��� � q��� � �	

Therefore the parameter � should be taken in such a way that

��p� q�

����� ���

�����
���

�� �	

In other words� �p� q� can be thought of as unfolding parameters� and conse�
quently� the return map h takes the form

�
x

z

�
��
�
p

q

�
�

�

 �

� �

��
xz�

z�

�
�

�
h	o	t	

h	o	t	

�
	

Here we consider the case when the strong stable eigenvalue has a very large
modulus so that we can neglect the term involving z�� Then the most dominant
terms in the return map reduce to give a one�dimensional map

��



z �� 
�z � q �
�p



�z� � q�

or� by rescaling the variable and parameters�

f�x� � �x� a� b�x� � b	

Note that here we have assumed 
 � � for simplicity� since the other case
can be treated similarly� In what follows� we �x � as �

�
� � � � and consider

the bifurcation of this two�parameter family of one�dimensional maps that are
related to the dynamics of original vector �elds� Recall that this range of �
corresponds to the situation described in Theorem ������� We remark that in
the derivation of the one�dimensional maps� we have not used any particular
form of vector �elds such as piecewise�linearity� etc�� and therefore the following
analysis should be equally valid both for smooth vector �elds and for PL vector
�elds�

Our goal is to show that the two�parameter family of maps

f�x� a� b� � �x� a� b�x� � b

�
�

�
� � � �

�

possesses an in�nite sequence of special doubling bifurcations that can be inter�
preted as homoclinic doubling bifurcations of corresponding vector �elds� First
we note that the orbit of � for the one�dimensional map corresponds to the
unstable manifold of the equilibrium point O for the vector �eld� and therefore
we only consider the maps on the interval ��� f���
 � ��� b
 and trace the orbit of
� as long as it stays within this interval� This map is in general a unimodal map
with a minimum which can be either positive or negative depending on the pa�
rameters� In particular� the map with the parameters �a� b� � ��� �� corresponds
to the vector �eld with an orbit��ip� The curve which can be interpreted as the
persistence curve for ��homoclinic orbit coming out from the orbit��ip point is
given by the condition that � is a �xed point� namely f��� � b � �� whereas
the bifurcation curve for ��homoclinic orbit is given by f���� � f�b� � �� hence
a � b���� These two bifurcation curves nicely �t with the bifurcation diagram
for the vector �elds that unfold an orbit��ip�

In general homoclinic orbits for vector �elds correspond to periodic or�
bits through � for these one�dimensional maps� which is given by the equation
fN ��� � �� Inclination��ip homoclinic orbits are interpreted as such periodic or�
bits that pass through � and the minimum point� and hence given by the equa�
tions fN ��� � �� f ��fN������ � �� In particular the inclination��ip ��homoclinic
orbit is given by the equations f���� � � and f ��f���� � �� or equivalently�

�a� b� � ��
���

� � �
�

� �� Figure  illustrates the correspondence between bifurcation
sets for vector �elds and for unimodal maps� It is hard to obtain explicit analytic

�	



expressions for the N �homoclinic bifurcation curves with N � �� and hence� we
use the color diagram again in order to visualize these curves�

� Figure � comes here �

� Figure � comes here �

We compute the number

m � minfn � � j fn��� a� b� � �g

and assign a color code for each number m� Then we can draw bifurcation
sets with those assigned colors at each parameter value �a� b�� Each color code
�except black� stands for a rounding number m in the same way as before�
namely� m � � �blue�� � �yellowish green�� � �sky blue��  �red�� � �purple�� �
�yellow� and 	 �white� and higher rounding numbers m � Maxcount are coded
as �m � ��mod�	� � �� If m � Maxcount or m � �� black is assigned� By
de�nition� each point of the boundary of a region with a speci�c color satis�es
fm��� � � for certain number m� and hence it is interpreted as to a homoclinic
bifurcation point for m�homoclinic orbit� For example� the boundary H� of a
red region with m �  exhibits a �homoclinic bifurcation curve�

It can be seen that there is a curve which seems tangent to all colored
regions� This curve� called the envelop� is in fact given by the condition that the
minimum value of f is equal to �� since if the minimum value is positive� then
the orbit of � never becomes negative and hence� by the rule of color assignment�
such a parameter value is colored in black� This condition of the envelop is given
by �x� � ��� b
 such that f ��x�� � �� f�x�� � �� or equivalently�

a� b �
� � �

�
��b�

�

��� 	

Using this expression of the envelop� we make the change of parameters from
�a� b� to

x� �
�

� � �
�a� b�� y� � f�x�� � b� �

�

�
�

� � �
�a� b�

����
	

in such a way that the envelop is mapped to the x��axis� Figure ��b� exhibits
the color diagram with these new parameters� where we can more easily see
the bifurcations� in particular several successive homoclinic doubling bifurca�
tions� This situation can be seen in more detail by taking �logx�� log y�� as new
parameters� See Fig� ��c�� Observe that the homoclinic doubling bifurcations
successively occur from ��homoclinic orbit to ��� � ����homoclinic orbit�
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Since the homoclinic doubling bifurcation in vector �elds corresponds to �
being a periodic point that passes through the minimum of the unimodal map f �
we shall rigorously show that there exists an in�nite sequence of such successive
doubling bifurcations in the family of unimodal maps�

Theorem ���� The two�parameter family of one�dimensional unimodal maps
fa�b has a cascade of doubling bifurcations that can be interpreted as cascade of
homoclinic doublings in the above sense�

Proof� We have only to consider the case where the minimum value of the
unimodal map is �� This will reduce the two�parameter family of unimodal
maps to that with only one parameter�

�fb �
�
x� � � �

�
��b�

�

���

	
x� � b�

since the condition that the minimum is equal to � is given by

y� � b� �

�

�
�

� � �
�a� b�

����
� �	

The family �fb is a C��family of unimodal maps that are continuous and onto
over the interval ��� b
� and are of C� on ��� b
� Therefore this is almost what is
called the full family in the sense of Collet�Eckmann� for which the intermediate
value theorem for kneading sequences holds� See �Collet � Eckmann� ����
� in
particular Theorem III���� for the detail� We can apply this theorem to our
family by modifying the proof of Theorem III���� in �Collet � Eckmann� ����
�
or more simply by looking at the second iterate �f�b as follows� Since we assume
the exponent � satisfying �

�
� � � �� it is easy to see that �f�b restricted to �x�� b


is exactly a full family of C��unimodal maps without any singularity� where x�
stands for the unique �xed point for �fb� Since we have computed the existence
of the �rst doubling bifurcation point analytically� we conclude that the cascade
of doubling bifurcations occurring in �f�b gives the desired sequence�

� Table � comes here �

� Figure 	 comes here �

We have numerically computed� again by using UBASIC �Kida� ����
� the
Feigenbaum constants for the doubling bifurcations in the family �fb with var�
ious exponents �� See Fig� �� It should be noted that when � � �� the map
becomes quadratic and hence the Feigenbaum constant must be equal to the

��



standard value ��������� but it is not the case when �

�
� � � �� Our data

for the Feigenbaum constants resemble to similar data for the unimodal maps
x �� � � ajxj� with � � � � �� computed in �Hu � Satija� ����
 where the
exponent � corresponds to �� in our case� From our computation� we get the
Feigenbaum constant for � � �

�
is ���������� which is quite close to the cor�

responding value ������������ given in Sec� � for the homoclinic doubling
bifurcations in the vector �elds�

� Concluding remarks

In this paper� we have shown the existence of cascade of homoclinic doubling
bifurcations from a vector �eld with a homoclinic orbit of orbit��ip type� We
have veri�ed it by performing numerical simulation for piecewise�linear vector
�elds� which is a convenient object for accurate numerical computation be�
cause of its piecewise�linearity� This result is con�rmed by deriving a family
of one�dimensional unimodal maps that seems to re�ect essential features of
bifurcations in the vector �elds when the strong stable eigenvalue has a large
modulus� We have given a rigorous mathematical proof for the existence of an in�
�nite sequence for successive doubling bifurcations in the one�dimensional maps
that are interpreted as homoclinic doublings in the corresponding vector �elds�
The bifurcation aspects in both vector �elds and unimodal maps are viewed via
color diagrams� By comparing these color diagrams as well as the corresponding
Feigenbaum constants� we believe that there exists such a cascade of homoclinic
doublings in vector �elds as well� which will give a new bifurcation scenario to
chaotic dynamics�

Importance of studying the accumulation of homoclinic doublings is that
it can provide new information about the boundary of chaotic dynamics in
the parameter space� It has been known as in Theorem ��� that a homoclinic
doubling bifurcation accompanies a period doubling bifurcation for periodic or�
bits that bifurcate from the homoclinic orbits ��Chow et al�� ����
� �Kisaka et
al�� ����a� ����b
� �Sandstede� ����
�� See also Figs� 	 and � for the locus of
the �rst few bifurcation curves from ��homoclinic orbits� Similar bifurcation
structure repeatedly appear for higher homoclinic orbits� and the period dou�
bling bifurcation curves seem converging to a certain curve in the parameter
space� Furthermore the Feigenbaum constant for the period doubling bifurca�
tions along a line transverse to the period doubling bifurcation curves gives the
standard value �������� according to our numerical simulation both for the PL
vector �elds and to the reduced one�dimensional maps�

� Figure 
 comes here �

��



� Figure � comes here �

The accumulation of period doubling bifurcations give one of the most typ�
ical routes to chaos which is a codimension one phenomenon� namely� one can
observe it in a one�parameter family� On the other hand� a homoclinic orbit is
considered to be related with the sudden disappearance of chaotic attractor as
known by the name �crisis � The accumulation of homoclinic doublings thus
corresponds to a corner point in the parameter space where the fate of chaotic
attractors drastically change�

In this respect� it is quite interesting to notice that the Feigenbaum constant
for the homoclinic doubling bifurcations is di�erent from that for the usual pe�
riod doublings� the latter gives the standard value ��������� whereas the former
depends on the eigenvalues at an equilibrium point to which the homoclinic
orbits are asymptotic� and the value is in general di�erent from the standard
one� This may provide a hint for a better understanding of chaotic dynamics
in vector �elds rather than unimodal maps or di�eomorphisms� because the
homoclinic doubling bifurcation is a unique bifurcation phenomenon in vector
�elds�

Another interesting feature of the bifurcations studied in this paper is a
di�erence between two kinds of codimension two homoclinic orbits� namely� the
orbit��ip and the inclination��ip� Our numerical results show that an orbit��ip
gives rise to successive homoclinic doublings through inclination��ips� but not
vise versa� namely� none of the inclination��ip homoclinic orbits does not seem
to create another orbit��ip� This may be due to the speci�c form of normal
form equations� but could be the case in a more general situation� Note that
bifurcations from orbit��ip and inclination��ip homoclinic orbits are fairly simi�
lar� because both of them act as changing twisting nature of nearby trajectories
around the homoclinic orbit� This similarity has been partly explained by Nii
�����
 from a topological point of view� and will further be investigated in our
forthcoming papers�

We shall now brie�y discuss about the possibility of giving a rigorous math�
ematical proof for the existence of the cascade of homoclinic doubling bifurca�
tions� Needless to say� the main di�culty lies in the fact that this bifurcation
is totally of global nature and hence one needs to trace in�nitely many dou�
bling bifurcations all the way in the parameter space� which is of course a very
hard task in general� For one�dimensional maps� we can make use of the knead�
ing theory which enables us to keep track of bifurcations in a combinatorial
way� Therefore� one way of showing the existence of the cascade in vector �elds
may be to relate the bifurcations in one�dimensional maps with the vector �eld
counterparts in a more rigorous manner� This will be a type of singular pertur�
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bation argument from a one�dimensional map in singular limit to a perturbed
two�dimensional return map�

A similar but slightly easier problem has been studied in �Kokubu � Naudot�
����
 where it is shown that there exist in�nitely many inclination��ip homo�
clinic orbits in an unfolding of a codimension three homoclinic orbit which is
called an inclination��ip homoclinic orbit of weak type� The motivation again
lies in tracing global bifurcations involving in�nitely many codimension two ho�
moclinic orbits such as inclination��ips� and the main idea in �Kokubu � Nau�
dot� ����
 was to reduce such a global bifurcation problem into a local problem
by focusing on a more degenerate situation where the global bifurcations shrink
down to local bifurcations occurring in an unfolding of the degenerate homo�
clinic orbit� This kind of ideas may also be useful for our problem in this paper
and will also be exploited furthermore in the subsequent papers�

In this paper� we have mainly focused upon successive homoclinic doubling
bifurcations� but as we see in the �gures in Sec� � we can �nd various kind of
other homoclinic bifurcations� We have also observed more complicated bifurca�
tions when we go to the situation where the ratio of eigenvalues � � �s

�u
becomes

smaller than �

�
or � � �ss

�u
smaller than �� It will be an interesting problem to

study how the situation changes from the case where we only have a homoclinic
doubling bifurcation ��Kisaka et al�� ����a� ����b
� �Sandstede� ����
� to the case
where there exists a chaotic dynamics and accompanying complicated bifurca�
tions that lead to chaos ��Homburg et al�� ���
� �Sandstede� ����
� �Naudot�
����
�� We also leave this problem for our future publications�
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